Woodrow Wilson Fellow Visits CVC; lectures on Middle East

Neil Hopwood
Assistant Editor

Woodrow Wilson Fellow Mr. Richard Parker visited campus last week, visiting several classrooms to give lectures. He also gave a public lecture entitled Is Peace Possible in the Middle East? last Wednesday in the Chapel at 1 pm.

Mr. Parker served as an infantry lieutenant in Europe in World War II, and then he entered the foreign service in 1949. He also became an Arabic language and area specialist and served in Jerusalem, Beirut, Amman, Cairo, Rabat and Algiers from 1951-1979. He was appointed ambassador to Algeria(74-77), Lebanon(77-78), and Morocco(78-79).

Mr. Parker is a graduate of Kansas State University and he attended Princeton University as a mid career fellow. He has lectured at Oxford, Harvard, and Georgetown, and he has taught at the University of Virginia. Mr. Parker wrote two books on Islamic architecture, as well as North Africa: Regional Tensions and Strategic Concerns. He also contributed over a dozen articles to various magazines.

Mr. Parker’s lecture Is Peace Possible in the Middle East? centered around the current negotiations going on between the Israelis and the Palestinians, and the causes for the ongoing disputes between the Israelis and the Arab countries.

Mr. Parker explained that several fundamental arguments have stymied peace talks for years. One Arab argument says that the Jews should leave the whole Middle East, due to the fact that the Arabs were not responsible for either the Jewish Holocaust or the Inquisition. The Jews were granted the right to establish an Israeli state in the Middle East by the United Nations in 1949. This decision was reached primarily out of sympathy for the Jews after the Nazis had decimated their population in the Holocaust. The Arabs promised to attack the Israelis after Israel was founded, and they did unsuccessfully. Mr. Parker says, "Arabs can argue all day long that the Israelis don't belong in the Middle East."

After the war of 1967 the Israelis were successful once more, but this time they continued to occupy Arab territory after the war was over. They decided to absorb the areas of Golan Heights, Gaza Strip and the West Bank. The main reason for this was to build up a buffer zone between themselves and the militant Arab countries. Mr. Parker adds, "Lyndon Johnson was persuaded to accept some sort of land for peace deal. The deal was that the Israelis would pull out of the territories for peace. To this day they have yet to implement the peace plan."

Palestinians gave up hope for an autonomous government of their own, and they began resorting to guerrilla war tactics. Such organizations as the Palestinian Liberation Organization and other militant groups began a wave of Arab sponsored terrorism in Israel and other areas in the 1970's. The Arabs felt it was their only way to defend their homeland. Mr. Parker says, "One man's terrorist is another's freedom fighter." This led to an underground war between the Arabs and the Israeli Secret Service. During this era it was commonplace for prominent Arab leaders who threatened Israeli national security to "end up dead". One popular technique of the Israelis was to break into an Arab spy's house and plant a bomb in his or her telephone. They then would go across the street and wait for the person to come home. When they arrived they would simply call the person up, and when he or she would answer the phone...BOOOOM!!!!!!!!

Last September Yitzhak Rabin and Yassir Arafat signed an historic peace agreement in Washington D.C., in a deal worked out by Norwegian negotiators. The deal calls for the removal of Israelis from the West Bank, and the creation of a Palestinian police force to occupy and patrol the area. Mr. Parker claims, "A diplomat is like a salesman, he leaves it to the mechanic to do the work."

Since the peace deal has been signed, more trouble has brewed in Israel and the occupied territories. A Jewish man went on a shooting rampage in an Arab mosque, killing scores of Arabs and infuriating the Palestinians. Radical Arab groups have led retaliatory strikes against Israel targets. These attacks and counterattacks have stalled the current talks to iron out the details of the already signed deal. Hope is still high that the deal will be put into action soon.

Mr. Parker explained that the Palestinians...
Editor answers Mike Jones, raises questions

Well, the election is over, and I didn't win. Congrats to Jerry Domby, and all of the other winners in this year's election. I want to forward you my service next year. By the way, I think any student who has ever had a job has been a bureaucrat at one time or another. I've been a bureaucrat for a long time. But I'm not sure how much has happened, and much needs to be said.

Although his term was all of a few decades, he was eventually right, we won't have Richard Nixon to kick around anymore. 1973-1974, the repressive political system of the student Senate. As I look back on my years, it is with some satisfaction that I recall the fact that the Senate has been under the control of the students. In particular, the Student Senate has been under the control of the students, and the quality of the Senate has been good. I'm very much in favor of the idea of a student Senate. I'm very much in favor of the fact that the Senate has been under the control of the students.
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Canadian baseball fans who fed like their World Series, upsetting a lot of people who got their respect he deserves, not on the basis of elitism, but on the basis of ignorance, but there is a national treasure. There are issues of respect for Joe Carter. At the time, he had 136 home runs. The members of the baseball community thought that he would be the greatest hitter of all time.

A few weeks ago, I brought up the issue of allowing us to have a good time. Sorry we couldn't have played outside or in a field with a better view. There was a brawl-dearing brawl in the stands. It just took Derrick Coleman and Patrick Ewing to cause trouble in the New Jersey-New York game, and Drod Rodman... Scott Erickson pitch in preseason for his club, well over 300.

Carter says he's hitting the ball so well that he wants to start next year's paper. I don't know if he'll have to start a new one, since he's coming up with a public statement for how the Magic will be better this year. What happened you may wonder, but he showed guts and fought hard. In his twelve rounds. Doctors later said that Holyfield was badly trained and adequately outmatched, but he showed guts and fought hard. His next move is to the ring. He's aama...

Can someone please explain to me why the San Jose Sharks beat the Detroit Red Wings and beat the Stanley Cup. It was a heartbreaker but persevered. Then the Caps beat the Montreal Canadiens. It was a heartbreaker and still persevered. Then Montreal, Calgary and Chicago are nigh on the way to the Cup. If you talk about the Cup... If you talk about the Cup... Does anyone know if it's possible to win the Cup in one night? I don't think that the concept of Ward as the "stereotyped black quarterback" is a fair picture. What happened you may wonder..."
Pictures of CVC's 1st Annual Spring Festival and Valley View Weekend

By Gail Dixon and Taylor Burgess

Whittaker vs. Chavez?

Students take on Sumo Wrestling and Boxing on Wednesday

Aaron Hicks feels like a man today!

Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum...

Hicks vs. Adams

Kalli Turner puts up her dukes

Conflict Mediation?

...Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee?
Hanging out and eating all day at Valley View

Larry Dial gets breakfast

Substitute for the pig roast: tinfoil-grilled burgers

Ann Jones, Sandy Huegl, and Lisa Ball

WQUT broadcasted from CVC

Phi Sigma Kappa lacked a tent

Dennis Cumbo and M

Alcohol takes its toll on the ment
Thursday night...

What's in the cups, Pi Lambda Phi?

Not, but not much else

Misty Mountain

Jerry Castle, pickin' and grinnin'

Numbers of Culture Shock
**The Highland Cavalier**

**Comment Page**

**What are your plans for the summer?**

**Graduate and Professional Plans**

"I'm going to spend the summer of my fresh year with you. I'm planning a big party next spring and I'll be gone for a few days."

**Taking a break**

"I will be working here at CVC with Residence Life as a Conference Assistant."

"I am going to work hard this summer."

"I plan on playing a lot of golf, drinking beer, and being absently minded."

**Editors say goodbye to CVC**

"Please do not feel bad about leaving. You have been a great asset to the school."

"I will miss you and the summer will be the same without you."

"A few words from the Senator."  
**Jennifer Rose**

"The Highland Cavalier" is a student-run newspaper at CVC. It is the voice of the students and the faculty members of CVC. It is a platform to express opinions, ideas, and news. It is a tool to keep the students informed about the happenings at CVC.

---

**Style**

**Cannery Row and Sweet Thursday: a world created by Steinbeck**

"I am going to spend the summer of my fresh year with you. I'm planning a big party next spring and I'll be gone for a few days."

"Please do not feel bad about leaving. You have been a great asset to the school."

"A few words from the Senator."  
**Jennifer Rose**

"The Highland Cavalier" is a student-run newspaper at CVC. It is the voice of the students and the faculty members of CVC. It is a platform to express opinions, ideas, and news. It is a tool to keep the students informed about the happenings at CVC.

---

**First public author presentation**

"I am going to spend the summer of my fresh year with you. I'm planning a big party next spring and I'll be gone for a few days."

"Please do not feel bad about leaving. You have been a great asset to the school."

"A few words from the Senator."  
**Jennifer Rose**

"The Highland Cavalier" is a student-run newspaper at CVC. It is the voice of the students and the faculty members of CVC. It is a platform to express opinions, ideas, and news. It is a tool to keep the students informed about the happenings at CVC.
**Answer, from pg. 2**
a book a week, on top of everything thing else- would you read a novel a week, Mr. Jones? By choice? Unfortunately, most students would not.

Also, I’m not sure that your God appreciates being brought into your personal tiffs. You used his name quite liberally here and there.

Yes, I will say that this administration was not a total failure. The monitors, when they’re not turned on soap operas or MTV, are very informative, and often they’re the only way the Highland Cavalier finds out what’s going on (thank you for our lovely nonexistent invitations to your Greekfest, “The Organizational Games,” we had no idea they were even happening.)

And this ACE Programming Board? Was I supposed to be a member of it? I had only a vague idea that it existed! Great communication and coordination from your executive board. Nothing was ever sent to me to let me know when the meetings were.

Wesley, however, did work hard on the Constitution- being that it’s almost twenty years outdated, it was due for a change. There are several good points in it, such as making the HC Editor a member of the executive cabinet and the communications committee- maybe next year we’ll know what’s going on before it happens.

Televized the meetings? How lovely! If I get tired of watching the Comedy Channel, I’ll tune in so I can hear Carico’s highly professional Democrat jokes.

Here’s one last bit of humor: “Report with accuracy or don’t report at all.” Mr. Jones, this is the opinion page. It is not a news page- no reporting goes on here. This is merely a place where grievances are filed and questions asked. And CVC students need to start asking questions.

Do as Jones says- walk into the office and tell the people what you want. Make the SGA what it is supposed to be- a representative government, instead of what it is now- a vehicle for ambitious young wannabe politicians.

Finally, Mr. Jones, I have something very important to say to you and you must listen well: Mr. Reams’ letter was a joke.

I hope you will learn from this experience. Happy campaigning in Americanal!

Thank you, Kari M. Eaves, Editor.

**Steinbeck, from pg. 11**
you begin, like Doc, to give up, Thursday comes.

There are new characters also: Fainna, the new madam who specializes in astrology even though she doesn’t believe in it just so she can run people’s lives with their consent. Joe Eleanor, the strange new cook who writes novels about the Oedipal complex when he’s not trying to avere himself on mankind, and Suzy, the new girl who has much more heart than anyone realizes.

**Sweet Thursday** is a sweet novel, whereas *Cannery Row* was a melancholy one. It leaves you feeling that the characters lives are fulfilled, and the story is complete.

**Bouton, from pg. 2**

My servant Mike, so glad to know that your hand is on the lever-Whoooosh.

Kari, you’re right, I’m too lazy. To the election committee, where were you guys Wednesday, and how many commuters do you think walked down the hill in the pouring rain to vote at Student Services? Mr. Adams, Mr. Waters, and Mr. Carico, we fought the good fight, and there was only one winner. Congratulations Joey.

To all of you graduating seniors, before you take the walk, look at these lessons of life. They aren’t taught in any class here on campus, but if you take them to heart, they’ll help you discover that the big bad world is a little less opposing, a bit more appealing, and much easier to deal with.

Lesson One: Never forget- they are always the enemy.

Lesson Two: Just remember, a- holes are born that way, and they don’t usually change.

Lesson Three: You do not want to go to jail.

Lesson Four: When you start to take this job seriously, you’re in trouble.

Lesson Five: It take no more time to see the good side of life than it takes to see the bad.

Lesson Six: If you decide to run with the ball, just count on fumbling and getting the sh-t knocked out of you a lot, but never forget how much fun it is just to run with the ball.

When I first read these words in 1989, I silently thanked J.D. Buffett for writing them. They meant a lot to me then, and now. I hope that they can add to the quest that you are starting on now. I know that my little sawings have struck a few nerves, irritated a few people, and brought home a few points. If I have offended, see lesson four above. If you have laughed a bit, thanks. If you don’t care, so what.

Since this is the last one for a while, have a great summer. I’ll see you in about 15 weeks.

Bryan Bouton

**Looks like a Vivarin night.**

It’s 10 PM. You’ve crammed for finals all week. Took two today. And now you’ve got to pack an entire semester’s worth of Philosophy into one take-home exam, in one night. But how do you stay awake when you’re totally wiped? Revive with Vivarin. Safe as coffee, Vivarin helps keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. So when you have pen in hand, but sleep on the brain, make it a Vivarin night!

PHILOSOPHY 101

Take-Home Exam

Compare and contrast the dialectic of phenomenology as revealed in the work of Hegel, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. (Use additional blue books as necessary.)

Revive with VIVARIN.
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